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Notification Form for  Managers' Transactions
Form Version:  Draft 0.31
This Form Requires Javascript
On the first page 	- Report the details of the person subject to the notification requirement and the details concerning the issuer (name and LEI code). 	- If the person under the notification obligation is a closely associated person, report the name and position of the relevant person discharging managerial responsibilities within the issuer. On the second page 	- Report the preliminary information concerning the transaction (transaction date and venue). 	- Report the nature of the transaction. 	- Report the details of the instrument. 	- Report the details of the transaction. 	- Add the transactions to the table. 	- Aggregated information will be calculated automatically. The second page has to be added several times if the person subject to the notification requirement has transactions to report concerning different instruments of the issuer, different transaction types, different venues or different transaction dates within the time limit of the notification (three (3) working days of the transaction date). Each of the above require a separate information page concerning the transactions. 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	Report the full name of the issuer.: Alma Media Oyj
	-	The aggregated transactions will be calculated automatically.: 
	Report the position of the relevant person discharging managerial responsibilities within the issuer with whom the person under the notification obligation is closely associated.: Chief Executive Officer
	Tick the box if the person under the notification requirement is a legal person.: 0
	Report the Legal Entity Identifier code of the issuer.: 743700ILU1PL86IW3429
	Choose the option 'initial notification' if you are making initial notification.Choose the alternative 'amendment' if you are correcting a notification which you have already sent.: INITIAL NOTIFICATION
	If the notification type is 'initial notification', the form calculates a reference number when saving the form. If the notification type is 'amendment', the reference number should be entered.When amending a prior notification, the initial notification form may be opened and the notification type altered to 'amendment'; the initial notification reference number will be retained when saving the form.: 743700ILU1PL86IW3429_20160607123438_3
	Explain the error that this notification is amending.: 
	Report the particular day of execution of the notified transaction. Choose the date from the calendar or type the date yourself.: 2016-07-06
	Report the trading venue/place where the transaction was executed.If the transaction was not executed at any of the venues on the list, please type in the MIC code manually. If the transaction was executed outside an above-mentioned trading venue, select ‘Off-exchange transactions – listed instruments'.: XHEL
	Choose the type of the transaction. : ACQUISITION
	Describe the nature of the transaction briefly.: 
	Report the following details if they are applicable to the notifiable transaction.: 
	Tick the box if the transaction was executed under a discretionary portfolio or asset management mandate.: 1
	Tick the box if the transaction is linked to the exercise of a share option programme.: 0
	Tick the box if the transaction was made under a life insurance policy.: 0
	Choose the instrument type. For options: Choose the instrument type 'financial instrument linked to a share or a debt instrument'.: SHARE
	If the financial instrument has an Alternative Instrument Identifier Code (and not an ISIN code), report the Alternative Instrument Identifier Code.: 
	If the financial instrument has an ISIN code, report the ISIN code.: FI0009013114
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	DerivativeType: 
	You can copy several transactions from e.g. Excel or Word into this field. First enter the volume and then the price of the transaction (e.g. 100 9.20).The information from this field will be automatically transferred to the ‘Transaction details’ section.: 
	Volume: 100.00000000000000
	Price: 00000000000383.00000
	Unit: EUR
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